focused on tank trucker loading operations, which were made most of the time by the truck drivers themselves, exposing the drivers to petroleum-derived fuel compounds. This kind of activity should be done by the operators of the distribution terminal, not by the truck drivers. These drivers were submitted to activities of an ambiguous nature, without qualification, adequate training, and supervision. The goal of the intervention was to change the organisation of the work in the distribution terminal as a method of reducing respiratory exposure of the truck drivers to occupational health hazards.

Methods It is a prospective descriptive case study. The period covered refers to the beginning of the inspection in the year of 2012 up to 2017. It was analysed documents that the distribution terminal has presented to labour inspections.

Result The organisation of the work at the distribution terminal changed radically. The truck drivers are not doing any operation at the terminal anymore. The distribution terminal hired new operators, modified the distribution process and yet built an occupational medical centre for their workers and for the truck drivers as a preventive measure of health.

Conclusion This case showed that is possible for Brazilians Petroleum-derived fuel distribution companies to change their work organisation and improve their environment minimising the exposure of truck drivers to occupational health hazards such as benzene.
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Introduction Hot dip galvanising is a method that prevents corrosion by a metallurgical bond between zinc and steel. In this industrial process, cooling and passivation baths of galvanised steel may use hexavalent chromium compounds. Cr(VI) is classified by the International Agency for Research on Cancer as Group 1 – carcinogenic to humans – and its use is restricted in most developed countries. Despite its toxicity, Brazilian regulations still allow this hazardous chemical use. The aim of the present study was to change the organisation of the work in the distribution terminal, not by the truck drivers. These drivers were submitted to activities of an ambiguous nature, without qualification, adequate training, and supervision. The goal of the intervention was to change the organisation of the work in the distribution terminal as a method of reducing respiratory exposure of the truck drivers to occupational health hazards.

Methods It is a prospective descriptive case study. The period covered refers to the beginning of the inspection in the year of 2012 up to 2017. It was analysed documents that the distribution terminal has presented to labour inspections.

Result The organisation of the work at the distribution terminal changed radically. The truck drivers are not doing any operation at the terminal anymore. The distribution terminal hired new operators, modified the distribution process and yet built an occupational medical centre for their workers and for the truck drivers as a preventive measure of health.

Conclusion This case showed that is possible for Brazilians Petroleum-derived fuel distribution companies to change their work organisation and improve their environment minimising the exposure of truck drivers to occupational health hazards such as benzene.
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Introduction Inhalation resistance of respirators may induce additional burden for workers breathing. Powered air-purifying respirators (PAPR) are considered to reduce this burden by assisting inhalation with powered fan. While there are mainly two types of blower system; breath response type and constant air flow type, no study has been conducted to clarify the difference of their physiological effects as far as we searched. We conducted this study to elucidate the physiological effects of wearing different types of PAPR by measuring physiological parameters and the microclimate inside the PAPRs.

Methods Eight healthy males participated in the study. They took a 40 minutes-exercise with ergometer at 20, 30, 40% and 50% VO2max while wearing three types of masks;

- half mask facepiece with breath response type (BR–PAPR),
- half mask facepiece with constant air flow type (CF–PAPR) and
- mask of expiration gas analyzer (control).

We continuously measured their auditory canal temperature (tac), heart rate (HR) and SpO2. We also measured the micro-climates (temperature, humidity, O2, CO2) inside the two PAPRs. Their subjective symptoms were also surveyed. Statistical analysis was performed by IBM SPSS Statistics22.0.

Result There were few differences in the trend of tac, HR and SpO2 among the masks. SpO2 gradually declined but remained within normal level. The temperature and humidity inside masks were higher in BR-PAPR. During inhalation period, the proportion of time which O2 concentration became lower than 18% or which CO2 concentration exceeds 3% inside the respirators were lower in CF-PAPR. The participants’ perception of hotness or humidity coincided with the microclimates.

Discussion BR-PAPR is known for the better durability of battery compared with CF-PAPR. There were few differences in physiological parameters among those respirators. However, with respect to the microclimate inside respirators, CF-PAPR was better than the BR-PAPR, hence it may affect comfort of the workers.